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Simulation model

Navier-Stokes equation in fluid

Translational motion of particle

Rotational motion of particle

Simulation  conditions

In this research, simulation was carried out using a simulator (SNAP-F) 3),4)

which simultaneously simulates particle and fluid motion.
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Consideration/Summary

Simulation results

Simulation area

Schematic of particle deposition mechanism on

membrane surface in cross-flow microfiltration 
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Evaluation method of structure (Nondimensional Boundary Area)
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𝑐 :Coordination number (𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 12)

𝑛 𝑐 :Number of particles with coordination number c

N      :Total particle number

NBA =
Surface area of aggregate

Sum of the surface area of the particle

NBA=1

Complete dispersion

The NBA approaches

0 as it cohesion.

Relationship between NBA and time by high shear field
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Rumpf equation

In recent years, studies on dispersion and

aggregation of particles in the liquid phase and

separation operation have been conducted1). With

cross flow microfiltration, particles accumulating

on the membrane surface do not increase as

filtration proceeds2). As the filtration progresses, it

is considered that the lift and the drag force acting

on the particles are balanced. In this study, we

investigated what happens on the membrane

surface by high shear field.
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Particle fouling

Particle Separating 

• It was found that accumulated particle 

on membrane surface were separated by 

high shear rate.

• It can be thought that particle separation 

depends on the correlation between 

hydrodynamic force and van der Walls 

force.

• Shear rate and particle size are important 

for particle separation. 

t ：Time，𝒗 ：Velocity，𝜌 ：Density，𝑝 ： Pressure ，𝜇 ： viscosity ，
𝑺 ： Thermal fluctuating stress tensor ，𝑫 ： Pressure gradient vector ，Φ ：Volume fraction of solid phase，
𝜶：Acceleration vector associated with the Velocity of particle on the grid

𝐼： moment of inertia [kgm2],𝝎：angular velocity [rad/s]，
𝑻c：contact torque [Nm],𝑻h：hydrodynamic torque [Nm]

𝑚：mass [kg]，𝑽：Velocity [m/s]，
𝑭c： contact force [N]， 𝑭𝑒：electrostatic force [N]，𝑭𝑣：van der Waals force [N]，𝑭h：hydrodynamic force [N]，
𝜑𝑝：volume fraction of the particle, whose sum is Φ

Behavior of adherent aggregated particles

on wall in shear flow field
Time courses of flux with various flow rates

𝑭h = −න𝜑𝑝 𝜌𝜶 + 𝑫 𝑑𝒓

𝑻h = −න𝜑𝑝(𝒓 × 𝜌𝜶)𝑑𝒓

Particle separating  situation
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Newton's viscosity equation

𝑎1 t=0.0 b1 t=0.64 c1 t=1.64 d1 t=8.0


